
INNOVATION IN COMBAT 

CASUALTY CARE

The Xtract®SR is designed for personnel 

who evacuate seriously injured casualties 

from hostile environments.

LIGHTWEIGHT - Xtract®SR weighs just 
3kg (6.6lbs) allowing for quick and efficient 
transportation

MODULAR - a system that gives the 
operator control of configuration and 
selection

ADAPTABLE - A stretcher that is 
designed to fit casualties of all heights and 
compromised anatomy

ENHANCED PATIENT CARE - Cocooned 
in Xtract®SR, your casualty is secure and 
insulated

Multifunctional straps

Innovative casualty 
securing system

Detachable, high 
abrasion skid sheet

Duraelite fabric 

Lightweight

Modular 
components

COMPONENTS

XTRACT®SR Stretcher

XTRACT®SR Base

XTRACT®SR Bag

XTRACT® Straps



MEETING OPERATIONAL

REQUIREMENTS

MADE TO SURVIVE

Developed specifically for our Xtract®  range 
of stretchers, Duraelite is a lightweight, high 
abrasion and tear resistant fabric.

A detachable and replaceable insulated skid 
sheet allows for an extended drag extraction 
while considering your casualties need for 
insulation, comfort and protection.

DIMENSIONS

Length
Unadjusted 6ft10in / 2m 8cm
Adjusted 4ft 10in / 1m 47cm
Width (Max) 38in / 96cm

Maximum Load

660lbs / 300kg

SIZE PACKED

Length  221/2 in / 56cm
Width  101/2 in / 26cm

Weight  6.6lbs / 3kg

Xtract®SR is designed for rescue personnel who care for seriously injured casualties within 
hostile environments. Xtract®SR gives the operator a modular approach which can be configured 
depending on your operational parameters.  

Enhanced patient care is at the forefront of our extraction device, providing a platform that will 
cocoon your casualty and reduce movement, helping to protect critical interventions and reduce 
secondary injury.  Your casualty will be secure, well insulated and ready to transfer to a safe location 
using drag, lift or hands-free techniques.

Website
www.xtract2.com

E-mail
info@xtract2.com

Telephone
+44 (0)1422 380097

“Rapid casualty extraction
often becomes the key link 
in the chain of survival.”
Dr John Hall MB CHB, DRCOG, DFSRH, DIMC RCS ED

PUTTING CARE FIRST 

Casualties repeatedly tell us that the feeling 
of security during evacuation is critical to 
their care. Xtract®SR uses unique systems 
to ensure this priority is addressed.

Bungee straps and wide entry karabinas allow 
for quick securing without clogging or   
breaking. Respiration remains unrestricted 
due to the elastic securing system. 

Head and foot reducing cords allow for a 
quick, secure casualty fit that helps minimise  
movement and secondary injury.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & PATENTS: WWW.SMARTMCI.COM/IMG/PATENTS.HTML


